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Graffiti Be Gone!
By Shaaron Netherton
Mt. Rose Wilderness was hit earlier in
the summer by graffiti vandals. Along the
popular trail to Church’s Pond, over 20
rocks, trees and logs were defaced with
green and blue graffiti. Friends of Nevada
Wilderness volunteers, partnering with the
Forest Service cleaned all that up on August
9. Armed with wire brushes, rubber gloves,
and spray bottles of biodegradable graffiti
remover, the volunteers hiked up the trail
scrubbing out the graffiti as they climbed
the trail. Much of the graffiti was located
at Church’s Pond. After lunch I asked the
others what they thought about the day’s
work. All agreed it was a great day and felt
they made a difference as well as having a
fun hike.
continued on page 2
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A
Swimming in a
Wilderness Sea:
Augusta Mountains WSA

10-meter long ichthyosaur
fossil was excavated from
the Augusta Mountains
Wilderness Study Area in Pershing
County over the July19th weekend.
This Triassic fossil is especially
exciting since it believed to be
a new kind of ichthyosaur with
broad crushing teeth instead of the
more commonly known conical
teeth. Found curled up on the top
of a peak, the ichthyosaur’s entire
fossil skeleton was excavated by the
National Geographic funded team
of scientists from Germany, Canada
and the US.

Scientific values are one of
the specific items mentioned
in the Wilderness Act’s
definition of wilderness.
Wilderness areas, along
with wilderness study
areas are valued in part,
for their ability to be living
laboratories and scientific
storehouses.
continued on page 6
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OUR MISSION
Friends of Nevada Wilderness
is dedicated to preserving all
qualified Nevada public lands as
wilderness, protecting all present
and potential wilderness from
ongoing threats, educating the
public about the values of — and
need for — wilderness, and
improving the management and
restoration of wild lands.
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I’m surrounded by
a brilliant pink island
of fireweed here in the
wilderness. Snowbanks
are barely clinging to
shadowy areas but
their moisture feeds a
rainbow of wildflowers.
While I’m breathing
clean air, I can see the
blanket of wildfire smoke obscuring the
rest of the world. My heart goes out to
the people and critters whose homes
have been destroyed in these raging
fires. So far, Nevada has been lucky this
fire season.
Speaking of lucky, I’m very happy
to welcome Wes Hoskins to the
Friends staff. Wes will be leading
volunteer stewardship trips to our
forest wilderness areas and proposed
wilderness areas throughout the state
as well as coordinating individual
wilderness volunteers. Before joining
us on the staff, Wes was a long-time
wilderness volunteer.
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I’d like to honor another exemplary
wilderness volunteer, Sheena Britschgi
from Gardnerville. I would venture to
say that she has participated in more
wilderness restoration trips in one year
than any volunteer we have ever had.
Nine so far in 2008 and the year is only
part way through. I hope her efforts will
inspire you as they do me.
Also inspiring are our southern
Nevada members who have been
supporting protection of the Gold
Butte region by mailing “Support Gold
Butte” postcards to their Congressional
Representatives. It’s not too late; if you
still have that postcard, take it to the
post office today. Members also had
the opportunity on August 1, to learn
about the incredible archaeological
resources in Gold Butte. It is possible
that legislation to protect this area as a
National Conservation Area with some
wilderness could still happen this year,
but Congress must hear from you now!
See details in this newsletter on what
you can do to help.
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Graffiti
continued from page 1

One volunteer quipped about the
scrubbing reminding him of what
happened when he was six and used
chalk to write his new word, “shit”
on the sidewalk. Another volunteer
observed that people come up to enjoy
the forest and the beauty, not the
graffiti and it felt good to clean it up. I
felt good working with a great group
of volunteers.
Photo by Kurt Kuznicki

Check out the stewardship blog for more pictures.

http://nevadawild.blogspot.com

www.nevadawilderness.org
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A view worth protecting

mail
call
Speak
out for
Gold
Butte!

Billy Goat Peak, Gold Butte Area

Photo by Ron Hunter

F

inding common ground is the best way to collectively insure protection
for a place like the Gold Butte region. From prehistoric times when
ancient rock art was created, through pioneer settlement to the present,
people come to this exceptional area. This unique landscape draws them for
many reasons; however, senseless vandalism and threats to wildlife from illegal
OHV use have been steadily diminishing the region’s beauty and well being.
Most people can agree that a well signed system of roads, providing public
access while protecting sensitive resources, makes sense. The BLM with years
of public involvement just announced this road system for Gold Butte. Illegal
routes, created after special areas like the Million Hills and Virgin Mountains
Wilderness Study Areas were set aside will be closed and restored. Friends
of Nevada Wilderness volunteers are hoping to help the BLM with these
restoration efforts in the near future.
On August 1, Friends of Nevada Wilderness members and friends turned
out at the Clark County library to learn more about Gold Butte’s special
treasures and how they can help ensure long lasting protection. Members
signed up to volunteer on the ground. They also wrote letters and postcards to
their congressional representatives letting them know that Gold Butte needs
additional protection if it is going to be around to awe future generations.
Collectively, we can make a difference for Gold Butte!

ACTION:
If Gold Butte is to receive protection this year, it is CRITICAL
that more letters and personal calls or visits to the congressional
offices happen by mid-September. Please take a minute now for
the future of Gold Butte.

Write your senators and
representative. Urge them to protect
Gold Butte as a National Conservation Area with wilderness. Learn more
about what makes Gold Butte special
and how you can help at
www.nevadawilderness.org.
Representative Jon Porter
2501 N Green Valley Pkway #112D
Henderson, NV 89014
(702) 387-4941
Representative Dean Heller
600 Las Vegas Blvd ,Suite 680
Las Vegas, NV 89101
(702) 255-1651
Representative Shelley Berkley
2340 Paseo Del Prado ,Suite D-106
Las Vegas, NV 89102
(702) 220-9823
Senator Harry Reid
Lloyd D. George Building
333 Las Vegas Blvd South #8016
Las Vegas, NV 89101
(702) 388-5020
Senator John Ensign
Lloyd D. George Building
333 Las Vegas Blvd South #8203
Las Vegas, NV 89101
(702) 388-6605
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The British Have Come!
During July 8-12th, five volunteers and a crew leader from the British
Trust for Conservation Volunteers (BTCV) converged on the Highland
Ridge Wilderness at the south end of Great Basin Park to start their

conservation “vacation” in the US. These vacationing volunteers
working with Friends of Nevada Wilderness did amazing things
in one of Nevada’s newest wilderness areas. After setting up
camp, they proceeded to build 120 feet of post and rail fence and
a horseback rider’s access gate along the boundary of the National
Park where vehicle trespass had been a problem. They completed
this two day project in one day with a lot of muscle power.

Their remaining volunteer time was spent rehabilitating five vehicle
routes that penetrated the wilderness along Murphy’s Wash. Despite
the heat, daily thunderstorms and rattlesnakes, the volunteers had
a great time and truly helped heal manmade damage to Nevada’s
wilderness. Pat Bruce rewarded the volunteers with his Dutch oven
chocolate chip cookies and corn bread.
One volunteer, Stuart Watson a transplant from Zimbabwe to
England, marveled at the similarity of Nevada’s highcountry to
that of his homeland. On their last day they enjoyed learning about
American breakfast in an Ely restaurant.

Volunteer Spotlight
So far in 2008
alone, Sheena
has participated
in nine volunteer
trips with Friends
of Nevada
Wilderness. When
asked why Sheena
says, “I was, like
many people,
believing Nevada
was just dirt and
sagebrush. However after volunteering for my first trip,
the door opened and I saw the true beauty and majesty of
Nevada; I saw the history, the mystery and the splendor
of the state. From that that point forward I was hooked.”
Sheena is from Garderville, graduated from Douglas High
School, and is now at UNR finishing degrees in Political
Science, International Relations and Environmental Studies.
She loves outdoor activities like hiking, cycling, kayaking/
rafting and photography, but she can also knit a mean hat.
Sheena is a ball of enthusiasm, energy and passion for
wild places. She says, “I love meeting other wilderness
volunteers with their extreme variety, background and
character. It’s my pleasure to be working with them in
pursuit of protecting the wild lands I have come to call
home. I never feel alone in the wilderness; knowing there
is so much more out there than I can ever imagine is a
comfort and a testament to the raw power and purpose of
these remaining wild lands and my motivation to protect
them.”

Thanks Sheena!

From Roads to Trails
Once an area is designated as
wilderness by Congress, Friends of
Nevada Wilderness’ commitment is to
keep these areas wild for the future.
In June and July, our volunteers
have been doing just that, spending
hundreds of hours converting

unneeded or illegal roads into hiking
trails or just making those vehicle
tracks disappear. Many projects took
place in our new White Pine County
wilderness areas, including several in
the High Schells, as well as the Becky
Peak, Goshute Canyon and

Highland Ridge wildernesses. Our
hardhats go off to all the dedicated
volunteers that put their sweat on
the line to keep the wild in Nevada’s
wilderness.

www.nevadawilderness.org
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Chef Pat’s Dutch Oven Treat:
Lemon Blueberry Cake
1 Lemon Cake Mix (and required ingredients)
2 cans Oregon Blueberries in light syrup OR
2 small packages of fresh blueberries plus 2 TSBP sugar added
(may substitute any other fruit)
Warm a 12-inch Dutch oven over coals. Remove from coals and liberally grease
sides and bottom with butter. Add blueberries.
Prepare lemon cake mix following package instructions (mix in zip-lock bag to save
on clean-up). Pour cake mix over blueberries.
Cover with lid. Cook with 21 hot coals on lid and 12 coals under Dutch oven.
Bake until golden brown and a toothpick inserted in middlecomes out clean.
Tip: Every 15 minutes turn the top and bottom a 1/4 turn, but in opposite directions
to help with even baking. Time varies greatly with temperature, weather, wind, etc
so it’s OK to peek!
Serve with whipped cream, ice cream or just plain. Can be inverted onto lid to serve.
Bon Appetite!!

Photo by Kurt Kuznicki

BECOME A MEMBER

Black Rock Rendezvous volunteers ROCK!

Over Memorial Day, 27 volunteers constructed buck-and-rail fence around the Coyote Springs and Southern Dunes in the Black Rock
Desert National Conservation Area. These important springhead dunes are critical for wildlife but have been impacted by thoughtless
OHV users. Vehicle tracks were smoothed out and garbage hauled away, including hundreds of wooden matches scattered around the
base of the dune. The end of the project was completed in a downpour that turned the playa briefly to soupy clay.
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Americans Love Wilderness:

Welcome, Wes !

Hello all,
I am the new Forest Project Coordinator with Friends of
Nevada Wilderness, taking the place of Angie Dykema, and
I hope to continue the passion and strong personal ethics she
brought to the position.
I was born and raised in Nevada and have been a staunch
supporter of wilderness as well as a wilderness volunteer for
many years. My point of view has been shaped by a long
childhood in Boy Scouts. I have hiked and backpacked
the whole of Nevada from Red Rock to the Santa Rosas. I
understand the commitment it takes to travel to distant areas
stretching the length and breadth of the state, to work in the
elements for an ideal that may seem ephemeral at times, to
dig holes that go nowhere in perfectly sound dirt, and planting
rocks in them to help reclaim unnecessary or illegal vehicle
routes. But these actions are done with the future in mind. I
have a 5-year-old daughter who just started kindergarten this
July. I think about the world she will grow up in and see that,
as time passes, the imprint of humanity in nature can only
deepen.
Land agencies’ budgets are tight. Agencies have fewer
people working in our remote areas. If we want these wild
places taken care of, it will require the active participation of
volunteers like you to make sure that wilderness is preserved
for those who come after us. Please join me on a future
wilderness restoration trip. I look forward to getting to know
you.
Wes Hoskins
wes@nevadawilderness.org

Survey Shows Southern Nevadans love Gold Butte
Nearly nine in ten Americans believe that protecting public
land as part of the National Wilderness Preservation System is
important, according to a July 2008, Zogby International poll
of 1039 likely voters across the country. These voters view
as “very important” (57 percent) or “somewhat important” (30
percent) the protection of publicly-owned land as wilderness,
leaving it just as it is. The support cuts across political parties,
regions, age groups, and ethnic and religious backgrounds.
Two-thirds of Clark County voters support protecting
additional public lands in Nevada, according to an April 2008
poll by Public Opinion Strategies. Voters overwhelmingly favor
protecting additional lands in Nevada as wilderness. Majorities
favor proposals to create a National Conservation Area in the
Gold Butte region and a land transfer involving Gold Butte
and Mesquite. The poll found that 89% agree that “given the
current rate of population growth and development in southern
Nevada it is important that we do everything we can to protect
our natural, cultural and archeological resources.”

Please see page 3 for more information about Gold Butte
and what you can do to help.

Swimming
continued from page 1

The scientists were sensitive to the Augusta Mountains wilderness
character, filled in the hole left from the fossil removal and replaced
stockpiled top soil. Scientists carefully slung the fossil out by
helicopter, which was determined to be the minimum tool necessary
to safety remove this important find. Friends of Nevada Wilderness
enthusiastically supported this endeavor. The ichthyosaur is now on
its way to be cleaned and studied at the Field Museum of National
History in Chicago. It is hoped that a cast of the fossil will be sent
back to Nevada when the clean-up is finished.
The ichthyosaur happens to be Nevada’s state fossil and is the
namesake for a favorite local brew in Reno, the Ichthyosaur India
Pale Ale or just “Gimme an Icky!”. Ichthyosaur fossils can be
seen in central Nevada’s Berlin Ichthyosaur State Park which was
established to protect and display North America’s most abundant
concentration and largest-known ichthyosaur fossils.
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Working Together for Antelope

N

estled up in northwestern Nevada along the Oregon border, the Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge is one of
Nevada’s best kept secrets. Expansive volcanic plateaus, sagebrush seas and fields of wildflowers are home to
herds of antelope, 200 species of birds and 650 species of plants. Established over 80 years ago to provide habitat for
pronghorn antelope and migratory birds this is a must for nature lovers. Back in the 1970’s the refuge recommended
that about 340,000 acres should be designated as wilderness. Currently,
the Fish and Wildlife Service is working on a management plan for the
refuge which will reassess wilderness quality lands. Friends of Nevada
Wilderness will be an active partner in this planning process, working
closely with sportsmen and others who care deeply about this beautiful
area to see that wild areas are protected.
In June, Friends of Nevada Wilderness and Sierra Club volunteers
spent a day working together with refuge mangers to remove unneeded
barbwire fence. After a hard day of work, everyone enjoyed a pot luck
dinner at Catnip Reservoir and was treated to watching a family of
sandhill cranes in a nearby meadow.

LEAVE A LEGACY OF WILDERNESS ... FOREVER!
Support the Friends of Nevada Wilderness endowment.
Contact the Community Foundation of Western Nevada (Reno) at (775) 333-5499,

BECOME A MEMBER

or the Nevada Community Foundation (Las Vegas) at (702) 892-2326.

Yes!

I want to keep Nevada wild by joining
Friends of Nevada Wilderness!

Name: ________________________________________________________

I would like to learn
more about:

Address:_______________________________________________________
City: ___________________________ State: _______ ZIP: ______________

_____ Volunteering

Phone (day): _________________ Email: _____________________________

_____ A presentation
at my company or club

_____ $25 Supporter _____ $50 Friend _____ $100 Superfriend

_____ Leaving a legacy
with a bequest

_____ $500 Benefactor _____ Other _____ Monthly, charge my credit card
Payment by: ______ check ______ charge (Visa & Mastercard only)
Card No.: _________________________________ Exp. Date: ___________
Signature: _____________________________________________________

Thank
you!

Make checks and mail to: Friends of Nevada Wilderness, PO Box 9754, Reno, NV 89507
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Summer and Fall Volunteer Events
Friends of Nevada Wilderness organizes

August 22-24: Highland Ridge Wilderness (eastern Nevada, south of Great Basin National volunteer restoration trips to help
Park)
wild landscapes recover from noxious
September 12-14: Mt. Grafton Wilderness (eastern Nevada, south of Ely)
September 19-21: National Public Lands Day – Black Rock/High Rock Region
(northwest Nevada)
September 26-28: National Public Lands Day – TBA

For more details and new trips check out the Website at
www.nevadawilderness.org

weeds, illegal vehicle use and other
impacts. You can explore scenic
Nevada and help keep it wild at the
same time! Our trips are free. The
beautiful wild places and smiling faces
of others who love giving back to the
land are priceless! Please join us on
one of our upcoming trips!
For the most up-to-date schedule of
volunteer opportunities, log onto
www.nevadawilderness.org

Check out some of the past trips at http://nevadawild.blogspot.com
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